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PROPOSAL 
The affordances of board and tabletop games, including physical co-presence, embodied interactions with             
game materials, and unique play norms, support a variety of social interactions, ranging from observable               
verbal and nonverbal in-game reactions (e.g., facial expressions of surprise) to meta-game analysis (e.g.,              
discussing game materials while pointing at them) to out-of-game conversation (e.g., self-disclosure) (Xu             
et al., 2011). These social interactions include conversation about the game both during and after play.                
Through the design of game pieces such as cards and tokens, the physical arrangement of players, and                 
other game elements, game designers can scaffold and facilitate conversations of particular types (e.g.,              
debate, getting to know each other, hypothesis building, etc.). Researchers can use these conversations as               
sources of data, or they can serve as a research intervention. This proposal examines a commercial game                 
that incidentally produces research-relevant conversations, and a researcher-designed game whose          
conversations serve as a research intervention. 
 
Treehouse Dreams , a commercial card game about creating an imaginary treehouse, encourages players to              
get to know each other and “strengthen and affirm” their friendships by responding to prompts on cards                 
(Henderson, 2015). Each card offers prompts about a feature of the treehouse that involves varying levels                
of self-disclosure, and identifies who should respond. For example, a card titled “The Game Room” reads,                
“What games would you want to have ready to play in this treehouse? What games are you best at? What                    
games do you think are the most fun? Anyone can answer.” In our work, we have used Treehouse Dreams                   
in two ways: as an ice-breaker game to help adolescent participants in a lab study get comfortable, and as                   
a focus group interview tool (To et al., 2016). Because Treehouse Dreams provides a wide array of                 
available prompts, we were able to tailor the game experience by choosing prompts specific to               
information we were interested in learning about our target audience, such as the media preferences of                
adolescent students in Pittsburgh. We used the data collected in our subsequent game design process.  
 
Outbreak is a collaborative board game designed around question-asking and hypothesis building, which             
are different but complementary conversation dynamics. Our goal in designing Outbreak was to have              
players 1) ask many questions as well as diverse questions and 2) to discuss hypotheses that come from                  
the answers to the questions that they ask. In Outbreak, one player holds hidden information about                
challenges the other players encounter. Each round has a question-asking phase where those other players               
ask questions to discover how they might solve the challenge. During the question-asking phase, each               
player receives a set number of tokens, each of which has a question template (e.g., “How many ____?”                  
or “Could ___ _____ ____?”). We use question tokens to enforce a distribution of questions amongst                
players as well as a method of scaffolding questions that players can ask. While limiting the number of                  
questions seems counter to our first goal of asking many questions, by introducing the tokens as opposed                 
to a prior design in which the question-asking phase was only limited by time, we actually observed an                  
increase in the numbers of questions that players would ask in a given round. After the question-asking                 
phase players enter a discussion phase to decide together what resources they want to use to face the                  
challenge. Their discussions can be directly centered around game materials such as the resources they               



currently possess, the information they gained during the question-asking phase of this round, or              
information they have gained over the course of the entire game. Often these discussions include               
hypotheses not just of the information discovered, but observable physical reactions of the hidden              
information player (e.g., if the hidden information player hesitates or struggles to answer). 
 
Outbreak and Treehouse Dreams demonstrate the power of board and tabletop games to encourage,              
scaffold, and even require conversation. Outbreak aims not just to encourage players to discuss their               
ideas, but to increase their comfort with discussion and in particular, the difficult discussion dynamic of                
admitting when you don’t know something by asking a question. Treehouse Dreams similarly encourages              
and requires discussion, but its goals are for players to increase their comfort and familiarity with each                 
other. While discussion and conversation are not unique to tabletop and board games, these games lend                
themselves to conversation amongst players that researchers and game designers can harness both for              
game design goals and mechanics and for research purposes. We look forward to bringing a               
conversation-design perspective to the board game workshop. 
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